
Daily English Week beg: 30.3.20 

Here is some short English work that you can complete each day. It includes paragraphs to edit and improve, some spag 
related questions and some spelling practise. 

 

Monday 
Mrs Calbreath has written a diary entry but because she’s not using her ‘teacher brain’ at the moment…it’s dreadful! 
Have a go at finding all the mistakes she’s made. 
 
30.3.20 
this morning we were up very early because the washing mashine has been broken for the last week and 
the engineer was coming to fix it. You wont beleive how much of a hudge pile we have to do (especially 
now that Arthur is home) Luckily the engineer was able to fix it thank goodness I think it will take me all 
week to finish it! 
We are keeping very busy eating lots of healthy things tidying the house and the garden and going out for 
a nice long walk every day. Mr Calbreath’s hair was starting to look like he had been electrocuted so I cut 
it with the clippers I did a pretty good job even though i say so myself. In a wile were of to Sainsburys to 
get our essentials for the weak. tomorrow is my birthday so I’m hopping Mr Calbreath will cook me 
something special or maybe the children will?…we shall have to weight and see 
 
Tuesday 
Have a go at putting this week’s spellings in to sentences. Use the dictionary to help with the meaning. 
according, attached, criticise, determined, equipment, especially, frequently, immediately, unnecessary, sincerely. 
 
Wednesday 
Write a synonym (word or phrase that means exactly or nearly the same as another word)   
and an antonym (a word opposite in meaning to another) for the spellings above. 
 



Thursday 
Year 5 Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar questions 

 
1. The men carefully walked across the bridge.  

 Put a circle around the preposition in this sentence. 
2. The mouse ________________ ate the cheese. 

Add an adverb to the sentence above.  
3. So he wouldn’t get into trouble, James did his homework. 

Underline the subordinate clause in the sentence.  
 
Write down all the homophones you can think of (two words that sound the same but have different spellings) i.e.: night and knight 
Friday 
Chose any day from this week, to write your own diary entry about. Keep them safe and hopefully we can 
share them when we return. 

 

Keep safe my lovely year 5s 

Mrs C 


